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ON LOCATION

TIMBERS KIAWAH OCEAN CLUB & RESIDENCES
KIAWAH ISLAND, SC

Spectacular views along 10 miles of oceanfront.

F

Large decks for lounging, dining and grilling.

116 UniqueHomes.com

from yoga and wellness on the beach, to cooking
demonstrations, special events at the beach club
and movie nights on the lawn. Our visit coincided
with nesting season for loggerhead turtles (more
than 550 nests were counted this year, a record),
and one club event on our itinerary was a tour of
the nests and conservation initiatives.
Even though the island has a number of gated
communities, seven golf courses — including the
site of the 2021 PGA Championship — and the
top-rated Sanctuary Resort, a sense of the untamed
lingers here. On the narrow roadway, we spied deer
among the trees. Herons ply above shoreline on
seemingly endless trips between marshes. Even the
Sasanqua Spa sits on its own island in a protected
saltwater marsh, and the treatments are as rejuvenating as the views. Also, not too be missed, was
a lovely dinner in the elegant Ocean Room at the
Sanctuary.
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ew resorts deliver on the promise of a home behind the private residence club concept. Timbers
away from home. The Timbers Kiawah Resorts was a pioneer in this resort niche, and it’s
Ocean Club & Residences on Kiawah clear they’ve gotten it right.
Island in South Carolina, however, is an exception.
The key is finding the right location, says Greg
Walking into our three-bedroom condomin- Spencer, CEO of Timbers Resorts. On Kiawah
ium residence, I was immediately seduced by a Island, a premier golf destination, there is no shortsense of comfort and ease.
The Kiawah Conservancy has 30 miles of paved trails through
I wanted to stay, perhaps
the forest and along marshes as well as seven self-guided tours
permanently. There was
also a feeling of expanfor walking or cycling. Bikes are available for Timbers owners,
siveness, enhanced by a
and a member of the Timbers services staff helped us find the
wall of glass and stacking
best excursion.
doors to a large deck overlooking miles of oceanfront bordered by a broad age of things to do. The oceanfront is spectacular
sandy beach edged with tropical green. The kitchen and for many it’s a drive-to location. The first new
was stocked with wine, beverages, snacks, coffee development on the island in 30 years, Timbers’
and bagels. And the Timbers team member helping Kiawah is comprised of 21 beautifully designed
us settle in opened chilled champagne. I felt like I residences in three oceanfront buildings. Timbers
had come home, only better, and that’s the intent offers a year-round calendar of events every week

Entertain at the Beach Club pool and deck.

